Errata.


Line 30. 5. For "is" read "form".

Line 54. 23. Omit "usually".

Line 58. 4. For "half" read one quarter.

Line 59. 6. "eighth" "one sixteenth".

Line 59. 42. "sum" "product".

Line 132. 7. The description is erroneous having been incompletely altered from that of a circuit instrument.

Line 167. 29. For change read Charge.

Line 171. 11. Omit "while the left hand plus marked digit is removed." This was part of a sentence omitted by the printer.

Line 179. 11. For II read X1.

Line 207. 37. 4. 00 158 4. 050 158.

Line 276. Last. Add 55 318(2) p 277.


Should follow line 29.

Secondary Battery.